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JCM Global Names Southern Gaming Solutions as Distributor in Georgia
LAS VEGAS (June 19, 2017) – JCM Global has appointed Southern Gaming Solutions (SGS) as a distributor of JCM
products in the state of Georgia. SGS is widely recognized across the state for distributing premium products into
the Georgia amusement industry, and the company will represent JCM’s award-winning UBA® (Universal Bill
Acceptor) throughout the state.
“JCM products are known and trusted by operators of all sizes worldwide, and the UBA in particular has a solid
reputation of protecting operators with high levels of security and keeping patrons happy with built-in convenience
features. We are honored to have been selected as a JCM distributor for the UBA in Georgia, and we look forward
to continuing the delivery of the UBA validator legacy,” said Southern Gaming Solutions President Lee Hunter.
“In just a few years, Southern Gaming Solutions has established itself as a leader in the Georgia amusement and
music operators field. We are very pleased to have them as a distributor in the state, and in bringing the protection
and convenience of our UBA bill validator to operators throughout Georgia,” said JCM VP of Operations Dave
Kubajak.
JCM’s UBA is trusted and used worldwide, and there are currently 1.6 Million UBA units (UBA-1x, UBA-2x, UBARC) in the field. Among UBA’s many features are its patented removable stacker mechanism; a powerful combination
of powerful magnetic and optical sensing technologies; anti-stringing technology; automatic retry feature; selfcentering mechanism; and faster drops with the ICB® Intelligent Cash Box.
JCM will exhibit in SGS’s booth at the Georgia Amusement and Music Operators Association (GAMOA) Tradeshow,
September 7-8 at the Atlanta Airport Marriott. SGS is a Diamond Sponsor of the tradeshow.
For more information, visit JCM and SGS at GAMOA 2017 and join JCM on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.
About JCM Global
JCM Global is the world’s leading transaction technologies supplier for the banking, retail, kiosk and gaming
industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM Global is trusted by operators, manufacturers and integrators
on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products set global standards with ground-breaking peripheral
transaction components, innovate digital media hardware and the systems to tie them together. For more information,
visit www.jcmglobal.com.
About Southern Gaming Solutions
Southern Gaming Solutions (SGS) is a licensed and exclusive distributor of IGT Coin Operated Amusement
Machines (Class B) in the state of Georgia. The company was established in September 2015 and strives to provide
its customers with the highest customer service around. SGS is a Licensed GLC Distributor and active members of
GAMOA. The company joined with IGT to provide customers with the most advanced Coin Operated Amusement
Machines around. For more information visit www.southerngamingsolutions.net.
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